
From: RichardGuzman
To: Robert Prato; ]imi Yerokun

Cc: M ; John Lubinski
Subject: Fwcl: Re: SOARCA: Current Status of Plant participation

Date: Wednesday, September 05, 2007 10:53:20 AM

Jimi, Bob,

FPL/St. Lucie contacted the PM today and indicated that it also stands with NEI and chooses not to
participate. See email from PM below.

Rich

>>> Brenda Mozafari 09/05/2007 10:36 AM >>>
Yesterday at 3 p.m. my contact from St. Lucie left a message. We finally spoke phone to phone at
10:15 this morning (09/05/2007) to clarify why FPL has chosen not to volunteer. I was told that it is a
corporate stance so unlikely that any FPL plant would volunteer but the decision would originate from
Juno Beach (corporate) if any change occurs.

Brenda

>>> Richard Guzman 09/05/2007 9:12 AM >>>

Jimi, Bob,

Status for the remaining targeted plants is as follows:

Oconee - CNO, Brew Barron, contacted PM on 9/4 declining to participate. Similar to Calvert Cliffs
response, the licensee declines at this time for the reasons described in the 8/7/07 NEI letter to CNOs
which requests additional pilot plants to not volunteer until the information requested by NEI to the NRC
is made available.

5alem-..Conference call scheduled for 9/6, 9:30am Room T-07B1 [Bridgeline -1866-205-5235A passcode

Vb)(6) ]1
ANO-1 - C•for[e.nce call scheduled for 9/7, 10:00am Room O-14B10 [Bridgeline - 1-800-638-8081:
passcodejýb)(6)

SONGS -I nference call scheduled for 9/7, 10:00am Room O-14B10 [Bridgeline - 1-800-638-8081,
passcode;(b)(6)]

Palisades - declined to participate; licensee is unable to support a voluntary project at this time due to
resource impacts. Licensee indicated that PRA folks have a considerable workload for the NFPA-805
conversion, among other projects.

St Lucie - Waiting to hear back from licensee. PM will contact licensee, if she doesn't hear from them by
COB today.
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Scott

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 3:38 PM
To: Elkins, Scott; Guzman, Richard
Cc: Yerokun, Jimi
Subject: RE: SOARCA plant calls

All;

I've spoken with my counterparts at both plants and they'll be on the call, whenever it is.

Scott


